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and accessories in your home to create warmth and harmony. It can
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dramatic room with a completely different feel.
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Happy Holidays!
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508.347.3645 — www.finelineswood.com
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The Sturbridge Times Magazine and
Barbara Yeager of Creating Solutions,
Inc., are announcing a communitywide room redesign contest. All residents of Sturbridge and surrounding
communities are eligible to participate. To enter, submit a short paragraph (50 words or less) indicating
why you would like one of your rooms
redesigned, and include some photographs of the room you have in mind.
Make sure that you include your
name, address, and telephone number. Send the information to The
Sturbridge Times Magazine, PO Box 418,
Sturbridge, MA 01566. Entries must be
received by December 31, 2007.

JUDGING
Judging will be based on the perceived
degree of need for the project. The
contest winner will be notified in
January. Barbara Yeager will do the
redesign and the process must be
completed within 30 days of the winner being announced. Before and
after photos will be printed in The
Sturbridge Times Magazine the following month.
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AU REVOIR ET
MERCI BEAUCOUP, ANA
The little french bakery on Main Street closed its doors forever on Sunday, November 18. Many people had grown to
know and recognize the superior quality of baking and rare
customer care given by Ana over the past 17 years. The
baked goods and coffee were what brought people in, but
it was the warm, inviting personality of the baker and proprietor that inspired continued patronage. She was known
to have given genuine friendship to her many customers.
We wish Ana abundant blessings for her retirement.
THE STURBRIDGE TIMES MAGAZINE is published monthly.We accept photos, opinions, short articles, stories, poems and drawings from the general
public, but assume no responsibility for failure to publish a submission or
for typographic errors published or incorrect placement.The contents of
this magazine consist of copyrightable material and cannot be reproduced
without the expressed written permission of the author and the publishers
of The Sturbridge Times Magazine.
The Sturbridge Times Magazine is mailed to every home and business in
Sturbridge, Massachusetts and to selected homes in Brimfield, Brookfield,
Charlton, East Brookfield, Holland, North Brookfield,West Brookfield,
Spencer and Wales and elsewhere in Massachusetts.We also mail to service
men and women stationed in the United States and abroad.
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: The 20th of each month prior to publication
ADVERTISING OFFICE: 508-347-7077 ext. 2
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IAN’S STORY
Less than 100 Americans suffer
from Alternating Hemiplegia of Childhood.
Meet a four-year-old boy with local ties who is struggling
with this perplexing and debilitating disease and become
inspired by his intrepid family who are on a mission
to raise awareness and find a cure.
BY RENEE CANADA

7
A STAR AMONG US
Alina Eisenhauer of The Sturbridge Baking Company
has advanced in the process of selection
to hosting a national television program.
She’ll know soon whether or not it will happen.
Either way, she’s a star to us.
BY RICHARD MURPHY

11
AN ANGEL OF HOPE
This month, the first candlelight vigil will take place
at St. Anne’s Shrine at the new
Angel of Hope statue. The statue and the vigil
give solace to parents who have lost
their little angels.
BY STEPHANIE RICHARDS

14
THE ARTS

& CRAFTS MOVEMENT

American crafts
are making a big comeback in Sturbridge country.
Quilting and knitting, once considered strictly a granny activity,
are being enjoyed by all ages.
B Y L AU R E N KO B L A R A

24
THE INS-AND-OUTS OF SNORING
It’s happening in bedrooms all over town,
but what makes so many of us start zzzing in the night?
What can we do about it?
T H E H A R VA R D M E D I C A L S C H O O L C O L U M N
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Local facilities can help us get into shape for the new year
By Payson Fitch
At the end of this month, hundreds of people in the Sturbridge
area will venture down a welltraveled path paved with bold
and sometimes hastily conceived
New Year’s resolutions.
It is a route covered with
promises to exercise more, lose
weight, stop smoking, cut down
on alcohol, eat a healthier diet
and make new friends.All of
these are not necessarily broken
promises. In fact, a 1998
University of Washington survey
revealed that 63 percent of the
people questioned were still
keeping their new year’s resolutions in March.
Increasing exercise and
decreasing weight are the most
common of the resolutions.
Fortunately, we have some
resources in the area to help us
stay true to these self-promises.
Many area families and individuals have discovered the relative
benefits of the Tri-Community
YMCA in Southbridge, which is
an intensely-family oriented environment offering programs in all
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aspects of weight loss, sports
training and general fitness.
Program features include comprehensive child and day care.
When you join the Y, you will
be entitled to a fixed set of hours
with a personal trainer and a
body composition study to get
you going.Additional time can be
arranged at half- and full-hour
intervals at a reasonable cost.
The Southbridge Y is participating in a new comprehensive
national program titled the
Healthy Balance Program,
designed and implemented by fitness professionals and addressing
nutrition, menu planning, and
weight reduction.The program is
offered in an eight-week group
setting for $169.00 and a 10-week
individual setting for $349.00.
For adolescents who are struggling with weight and fitness
issues, the Physical Activity Club
(PAC) is designed specifically for
them.This 12-week program ties
into the YMCA’s interactive youth
fitness center.The Center, which
focuses on fitness in the six-to12
year old age group, utilizes

Playstation games tied to exercise
bikes.
Just over the town line from
Sturbridge in Charlton, Sims
Health Club is offering an eightweek weight management program with a name they have tied
into their company branding:
SIMply Smart.
This recently re-branded health
facility, now called Sims Premier
Fitness, gives the area a high-end
health club that goes toe-to-toe
with the sleekest Boston and
New York clubs.
For $149.00 for eight weeks,
the SIMply Smart program pulls
together all of the information
needed for a successful launch to
a weigh loss program.
The program includes: nutritional guidance; one-on-one goal
assessment and tracking; motivational supports and (for an additional charge) metabolic testing.
The Sims program is limited to
25 participants per month.
For convenience sake, the gym
at the Sturbridge Host Hotel is a
good solution for many, though
the programs are self-directed.

A Few New Year’s Factoids
1.
2.

3.

The celebration of the new year is the oldest of all holidays.
The Tournament of Roses Parade dates
back to 1886. Although the Rose Bowl
football game was first played as a part of
the Tournament of Roses in 1902, it was
replaced by Roman chariot races the following year. In 1916, the football game
returned as the sports centerpiece of the
festival.
The Dutch believe that eating donuts on
New Year’s Day will bring good fortune.

The words to Auld Lang Syne
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
and never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
and days of auld lang syne?
For auld lang syne, my dear,
for auld lang syne,
we'll take a cup of kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
and never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
and days of auld lang syne?
And here's a hand, my trusty friend
And gie's a hand o' thine
We'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet
For auld lang syne
— Robert Burns, 1796
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Less than
100 Americans
suffer from
Alternating
Hemiplegia
of Childhood.
Meet Ian Palmerino.
One of them.

IAN’S
STORY
BY RENEE CANADA

our-year-old Ian Palmerino loves to
climb—into boxes or over couches.
His mom calls him Spiderman because
when he wants to get into something badly
enough, he can move with the agility of a
superhero on a mission. But as we all know,
every superhero has an enemy. Ian battles
not a person, but an illness known as AHC.
AHC, or Alternating Hemiplegia of
Childhood, is a rare neurological disease
that causes episodes of paralysis, usually
affecting alternating sides of the body,
though sometimes both.These episodes can
last for minutes, hours, or even days, sometimes resulting in brain damage that leads to
temporary or permanent loss of cognitive
and physical abilities. It took months, for
instance, for Ian to recover the fine motor
skills that he lost during an eight-day
episode in 2006.

F
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ONE FAMILY’S

BATTLE
FOR A CURE
Ian’s first known episode of paralysis was
seen at the age of 20 months.At first, his parents
and pediatrician thought he had a case of the
flu because he was so lethargic. But Greg
Palmerino wasn’t fully satisfied with the diagnosis.
“Why, if it’s the flu, isn’t he using part of his
body? Why, if it’s the flu, is he drooling?” he
asked.

Ian’s mother, Paula Couture-Palmerino, wanted to believe it was just a case of the flu, but
she had to agree with her husband that the
diagnosis didn’t make sense. Consequentially,
their pediatrician sent Ian for neurological
testing.
Ian was diagnosed initially with a virus that
caused inflammation and subsequent brain
damage.The doctor told Ian’s parents to keep
an eye on him. Then, two weeks before his
younger brother was born, the normally nimble Ian was playing with boxes, fell back, and
hit his head.Afterward, Ian couldn’t stand. In
the ER, doctors diagnosed him with a concussion, but Ian’s parents recognized the paralysis
from before.A pediatric neurologist finally
diagnosed Ian with AHC.
Ian’s parents were more than a little surprised. Born premature, Ian had been tested
Continued on page 6
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Four-year-old lives with a rare, life-limiting disease
Continued from page 5
and inspected from head to toe.
However, the relatively new disorder, only recognized since the ’70s,
was easy to miss.
With less than 100 cases estimated in the United States, the disease
is quite rare. Couture-Palmerino
recalls one physician seeing Ian at
the ER this past fall who had to
Google AHC before treating him.
There is no single diagnostic tool
for identifying AHC. Other similar illnesses such as vascular or metabolic disorders, migraines, and
seizures—which 50 percent of
those with the disease will develop—must be ruled out first.
Children may go years before they

are finally diagnosed with AHC.Also
complicating matters is that the
manifestation of the disease varies
with the individual.
“The illness could easily be used
in an episode of the television show
House. It is incredibly bizarre,” says
Couture-Palmerino, describing the
unusual symptoms that sometimes
accompany an episode.
Children with AHC sometimes
have associated symptoms of erratic
eye movements, lack of muscle
tone, painful stiffening of the
extremities.A burst of excitement
receiving company triggered one
girl’s episode and she became stuck
in a split. Seven children died within one year either from getting

stuck in a suffocating pose or from
a grand mal seizure.
Episodes may be triggered by a
variety of factors; for Ian, they are
illness, too much excitement, and—
well, bumps in the head. People
with AHC may be sensitive to the
bright lights of a grocery store, temperature changes, scents, and exposure to water. Many, as a result, must
wear sunglasses while outside and
avoid swimming.
Ian’s parents are exceptionally
vigilant about his environment,
doing their best to ward off
episodes.They keep Ian inside if it’s
too bright or warm outside. Ian gets
picked up early from pre-K to avoid
the chaotic pick-up time at the end

B O A R D WA L K P L A Z A S T U R B R I D G E
500 MAIN STREET

COLD BEER
FINE WINE
FULL LIQUOR
Hours

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Kitchen

Closed
11:30-9pm
11:30-9pm
11:30-9pm
11:30-10pm
11:30-10pm
11:30-9pm

Bar

Closed
11:30-10pm
11:30-10pm
11:30-10pm
11:30-12am
11:30-12am
11:30-9pm

Luncheon Special:
Pizza by the Slice
until 4 pm

500 Main Street
Sturbridge

508-347-1740
6
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For all your
CHRISTMAS CANDY
and STOCKING
STUFFER NEEDS
Ultra-Thin Ribbon Candy
Hand-Decorated Pops & Novelties

Gift Baskets, Fudge,
Nuts, Truffles
Boardwalk Plaza
500 Main Street (Rte. 20)
Sturbridge

— Open Daily—
Sun. 10-5 • Mon. 10-6
Tues.-Sat. 10-8
508-347-3642

Unique and Unusual Gifts,
Cards, Jewelry
and so much more!

Free Gift Wrapping!

of school, which may also trigger
an episode. Plenty of sleep, like
everything else, must be structured
into the schedule.
Despite the limitations,The
Palmerinos have been successful at
raising a bright, well-adjusted child.
With his infectious grin, Ian is a
lively and friendly four-year-old
boy. He loves letters (his favorite is
“L”), sorting things, and playing
with his younger brother Mavin.
Mavin, now two, innocently
recites,“He bump his head,” when
Ian’s parents recall the time in
September where Ian and Mavin
smacked heads, which triggered an
episode.Yet presently, Ian seems
unaware of the illness he lives
with.
“Unless something is going on
with him physically—if his head
hurt or he had pain in his hand or
his eyes—he would not be able to
talk about his illness,” Ian’s father,
Greg, explains.
Ian’s doctors attribute his lack
of memory of episodes to a sensory overload of his brain. For that,
his parents are grateful, as his
episodes can be very scary and terrible experiences. Ian’s friend Sean
can be played with when he’s preepisodic and can verbalize when
he needs help. However, Ian can be
comatose, vomiting, feverish, eyes
twitching for as long as eight days.
The day after his October fall,
Ian said something about an
episode, and his parents had mixed
emotions about his remembering
it.“He understands. Maybe he can
help us when he starts feeling
funny,” Couture-Palmerino
recounts. Yet they also feared the
moment was a loss of part of his
innocence.
It turns out that Ian was just
remembering an episode of Little
Bear.“I was so happy,” Couture
Palmerino recalls with a laugh. She
and her husband hope that if they
can keep handle on Ian’s illness,
Ian won’t ever have a recollection
of his episodes.
While their highly structured
schedule might seem a bit
extreme, Ian’s parents believe it is
a major reason why Ian did not
have a major episode for close to a
year, a remarkably long time for
someone with AHC. Many of Ian’s
cohorts have episodes daily or
weekly. Others with AHC may
choose to try to keep their life as
Continued on page 9
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Will Alina Eisenhauer of The Sturbridge Baking Company
bring her baking skills to national television?
We might all find out soon.

Lights, camera ... delicious!
BY RICHARD MURPHY
Eisenhauer has come a
long way for someone
who hasn’t traveled
very far. Originally from the Berkshires, long
resident in Boston, she has split the distance
and put down roots in nearby Woodstock,
Connecticut. But it is not so much the geographic distance but the professional and
career traveling wherein she has gone farthest.
Indeed, she hopes to continue her journey by becoming a media chef. To that end,
she is in talks with a producer and has been
called back for auditions for a national network food show. Her story is of a driven
soul who is nevertheless enjoying the
odyssey. All this on her second career building the Sturbridge Baking Company into a

Alina
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local landmark.
Going back to her childhood, it must all
seem inevitable. She grew up in Great
Barrington on a homestead with cows and
horses and a large garden from which mom
would put up a lot of food. Her mother
would make everything from scratch and
Alina learned from her.
At 13, she started working at a neighbor’s
place in Egremont. In the wealthy, idyllic
Berkshires she got to cook breakfast for the
famous all through high school. At sixteen a
new restaurant was being built by her contractor dad. Alina brought a tray of deserts
to the entrepreneur and talked herself into
the role of pastry chef. She must have been
impressive as the woman she worked for
was no dilettante, but already owned a suc-

cessful establishment in New York City’s
fashionable Soho district.
So when it came time for college it was
off to culinary school to perfect her pastry
skills, but she would change majors to TV
and film, and ultimately find a keen interest
in fitness, which became her first career.
Around eight years ago, Alina-from-theBerkshires had married Steve Eisenhauer, a
Bostonian, and the couple faced the
inevitable question: where to live?
The housing market was red hot and
there were no cool spots in the greater
Boston market.
Sturbridge country, resting halfway
between their respective homelands, was
the perfect choice. It has its own cultural
Continued on next page
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Alina Eisenhauer: TV show or not, she is a star among us
Continued from page 7

advantages, but is also, at the
junction of 84 and the Pike, a
transportation hub, not too far
from Boston, New York City,
Western Mass and other desirable
destinations. So they settled in
Woodstock, with Steve’s son,
Tony.
The Pike is a great cross-state
road, but a long commute even
on the best of highways will
wear on anyone. Alina endured

8
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traveling into eastern
Massachusetts for two years.
The idea of starting a bakery in
Sturbridge was not their first.
Actually, because Steve had
owned and operated fitness clubs
in the Boston area, the
Eisenhauers investigated the possibility of doing that in
Sturbridge, but the market conditions were not favorable to the
concept.
Around that time, Steve

observed that it was difficult to
find good bread in the Sturbridge
area, so conversations developed
around that idea.
While pregnant with their son
Gianni, the couple planned their
bakery. While looking at properties, they met up with Peter
Cournoyer of Micknuck’s Fresh
Marketplace and took part of his
space. There they made bread
and breakfast pastries as well as
cookies and cakes to order.

Alina operated at Micknuck’s
for a year and a half. When it was
time to grow, she found Dan
Matte who was building Bedrock
Plaza, an attractive L-shaped plaza
on Route 131 so named for the
stone that had to be removed
during its construction.
Working with the new building, Alina was able to design her
own space with the open
kitchen and a room that, with the
morning sun, has become a lovely nook for customers to enjoy
breakfast or lunch. Alina has
made many connections with
others in her field at trade shows
and events. She likes to connect
with colleagues because the only
people who understand her level
of commitment are those in her
industry.
In order go become a media
chef, Alina is reaching outside
her community, specifically to
New York City where such contacts are made.She has been invited to participate in prestigious
food collaborations and was
selected to be a conference chef
for the Women Chefs and
Restaurateurs.
And now, Alina has had a food
show audition and has been
called back to film a demonstration. Right now she is waiting to
see if there will be another call
back.
Let’s put this food show thing
into perspective. In the first
group there were around 200
people being considered for a
show, though only 15 to 20 were
contacted to return. Of that
group, there will be a further
winnowing. According to Alina,
“You only know (if you’ve made
it) if you’re called back.” She is
guessing she will know this
month or in January at the latest.
In the meantime, she plans, at
least in her mind, a pastry cookbook. Pastry chefs for a long time
did not get much respect. That is
changing and, it seems,Alina is
part of that.
On pastry,Alina shares:“I like
to do things that are familiar and
different at the same time.” To
that end she has thought of a volume that would have the familiar
sweet comforts of childhood
grown up for the adult palate —
reminding us of something we
loved.
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MUSINGS ON STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING FROM LONG HILL

FAMILY AFFAIR
BY RICHARD MURPHY
Our family is proud to announce the arrival of Buckaroo.
Buckaroo’s father is Knobby, who possesses a fine pedigree. His
Mother, Phyllis, has an ancestry that can only be described as speculative, but she makes up for it with a lovely personality.
It was at least 16 years ago when we got our first cow. We had
moved to our small acreage in 1989 and it was my intention to have
one as part of our homestead. I had read up on all the particulars, and
was completely ready except for one thing. Having been reared in the
city, I was ... well ... intimidated.
I noticed a newspaper ad saying that Old Sturbridge Village was
looking to sell a rare breed American Milking Devon Cow. I called and
was told that, provided it was sold to responsible people, they were letting it go for a rock-bottom price. Of course there was something
wrong, or there was a catch. And there was a catch. She was pregnant
and we would have to give up the calf after weaning. We did not think
that an onerous condition, but still I demurred.
It was at that point, my wife, Robin, took the bull by the horns and
proclaimed the ad and the advantageous conditions a “sign.” From
where, she did not say but her voice was authoritative enough that I
agreed to the terms and set about making ready.
We had already built a shed so preparations consisted of putting up
an electric fence. I’d read up and asked questions about this also, but
as a handy man, I’m hopeless so the trepidation factor loomed large
here also. No matter, work which consisted of cutting away brush and
putting up posts and stringing the wire, commenced. Finally, the wires
were connected to the fencer that was to power it. I plugged it in and
was truly shocked twice.
The cow arrived, and then the calf. After weaning and departure, we
milked mom and learned to make mozzarella (the cheese with the
highest yield for the milk), yogurt, yogurt cream cheese, and ice cream.
The cow, Patience, was horned and we did not feel safe and sold her
and raised the next animal from a month old. Since then we have also
raised our own beef and have done a fair bit of milking.
The affair has not been without adventure. Once, while making a
bull calf into a steer (the equivalent of neutering), the momma cow
decided to investigate and was not amused. With stealth and speed she
came upon me and sat down — on me. I was crushed, literally. My wife
helped a great deal by remarking:“Richard, you’ve got to get out from
under there.” The cow apparently agreed for she stood up and ambled
off.
We have a great affection for our animals. The beef we eat is healthy
and therefore we also have gratitude toward them. I know this is off
putting to some, but we mean it. One day, I received a call from a telemarketer trying to sell a food service. I am invariably polite to such
folk as I am sure it is not easy work and the pay, probably based on
commission, is earned with difficulty. The fellow and I had an interesting dialogue that I recount below.
Me: “Well, I don’t really need your service because we put up a lot
of food and raise our own beef and a good deal of poultry.”
Him: “Yes, that’s great, but wouldn't you like to eat something that
you had not killed?”
Me: “Sir, we think of our animals as family, and if you can’t eat
family, who can you eat?”
Him: “Thank you very much. I think I have to go now.”
I believe that company has gone out of business. Sincerely, it is my
hope that the call to me had nothing to do with it. Our clan now consists of the above named Phyllis, and Buckaroo, as well as Knobby, a
bull who is leaving soon, and Shocker, so named because his mom did
not look pregnant and Clarabelle, a registered Devon cow. Also, a small
flock of laying hens with rooster and some cats and a dog. Oh, and a
few kids in there somewhere.
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Ian’s Story
Continued from page 6
normal as possible; yet they also
seem to struggle with more frequent episodes.
Cutting out long drives and
vacations may seem like a huge
sacrifice to some, but CouturePalmerino explains “the bottom
line is it’s brain damage and it’s
not worth it.”
What also gives them hope is
the thought that their current
rigid schedule is temporary.As
Ian gets older and can start communicating better on how he’s
feeling, he and his family can
have the freedom to do more
things.They are especially looking forward to spending more
time with their families and
friends.
Both of Ian’s parents were
born and raised in Southbridge,
so they find it hard at times living away, in Lebanon, Conn.,
from the majority of their family
in this area.
A Quilt Raffle Fundraiser for
AHC took place at the Fabric
Stash in Charlton, Mass. Ian’s
aunt, Pat LaRiviere of South-

bridge, made the star quilt that
was raffled, and Ian’s maternal
and paternal relatives sold tickets for the raffle in the tri-community area. Over $1000 was
raised to support research to
find the cause and cure for AHC.
Unfortunately, much is still not
known about this disease.While
the name AHC suggests that only
children have this illness, there
have been cases adults having
episodes as well. One woman
was in her 30s when she had
her first known AHC episode.
It’s hard to know how often
AHC is mis-diagnosed as something else, but the consequences
can be dangerous.The brain
damage effects of AHC attacks
are thought to be cumulative.
Thus, the sooner AHC is diagnosed, the sooner it can be treated, which in turn reduces the
severity of episodes.
The Palmerinos hope that by
telling Ian’s story, they can help
increase awareness about AHC
and do their part to help fuel
the discovery of the cause and
eventual cure for this dreadful
disease.

Grand Opening: Monday Dec. 10
Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Thursday: Lunch 11:30-2:30 / Dinner 4:00-9:00
Friday: Lunch 11:30-2:30 / Dinner 4:00-11:00
Saturday: 11:30-11:00 Sunday: 11:30-9:00

Come Visit the Only Sushi Bar in Town!
reservations highly recommended
gift certificates are available
479 Main Street, Sturbridge, MA

tel. 508.347.1088
fax 508.347.2088
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Christmas Day Buffet
December 25, 2007
Served from 11 am to 5 pm
$49.00 per person
(plus tax and gratuity)

HAVE BREAKFAST WITH SANTA!
ROUND UP THE KIDS! LOAD UP THE WAGON!
SANTA IS COMING TO TOWN —
TO THE PUBLICK HOUSE, OF COURSE.

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS, DECEMBER 1ST, 2ND, 8TH & 9TH
Watch The Magic of Christmas Come Alive Through a Child’s Eyes and Feast on
Our Hearty Yankee Breakfast Buffet. Each Child Leaves with a Small Gift.
Bring Your Cameras or Camcorders to Capture the Moment.
SEATINGS START AT 8:00 A.M.
CHILDREN UNDER 3 ARE FREE
CHILDREN AGES 3 TO 10: $11.95
ADULTS: $18.95
(INCLUDES TAX AND GRATUITY)

277 MAIN STREET, STURBRIDGE, MA 01566
508-347-3313
www.publickhouse.com

WEBB CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
CUSTOM HOMES
CARPENTRY CONTRACTORS
292 Partridge Hill Road
Charlton, MA 01507

(508) 248-6671
Residential and Commercial
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Construction & Excavation Needs
Septic System Installation & Repair
Custom Homes, Additions & Remodeling
Water & Sewer Connection
Complete Site Preparation

“Your Family Business, Where Small Jobs
Are Just As Important As Large Jobs”
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29 Brookfield Road (Rte. 148)
Sturbridge, MA

508-347-0017

Featuring service by original

Full Service Bike & Pro Skate Board Shop
Lowest Prices on Parts and Service
in the Area

Featuring:
JAMIS, KHS, NIRVE,
EASTERN, STOLEN
FREE AGENT, ELLSWORTH
Bike Parts featured on ASUBike.com

— Now Available —
Ski & Snowboard Tuneups & Repairs
END OF SEASON CLEARANCE
Sale on ’07 Bikes & Apparel
— Skateboard Specials —
DECKS from $25 and up
Completes starting at $99.99

Monday-Friday 10-7
Saturday 10-6
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ed to have been destroyed.The new angel
statue was commissioned by Richard Paul
Evans, in response to reports that grieving
parents were seeking out the angel as a place
to grieve and heal.”
The statue at St.Anne’s Shrine came
through a culmination of efforts between two
area women—Linda Bilodeu and Sylvia
Gaumond-- who know the heartache and pain
of losing a child.
Two years ago, Bilodeau read about a dedication of an Angel of Hope statue online and
that began her journey to have one in
Fiskdale. “You look for things to do to try and
survive,” she said.“I was inspired when I read
about this dedication and began looking further into it, speaking to a woman at the Salt
Lake City headquarters and then a coordinator in Rhode Island.”

STEPHANIE RICHARDS PHOTO

The Angel of Hope statue at St. Anne’s Shrine in Sturbridge brings
hope to grieving parents.

There are 73 in the world ...

Sturbridge has an
‘Angel of Hope’
statue
By Stephanie Richards
The setting is a picturesque, landscaped
ground on a Fiskdale hillside. A still peacefulness envelops visitors as they approach. A
table sits to the right, and thoughts flash to
images of being fed, nourished, not physically
but deeply, in the soul. And then, among the
natural surroundings, is the angel statue, arms
wide open. It is an invitation to come and be
embraced, to be at peace.
Surrounding the statue at St.Anne’s Parish
and Shrine are 200 etched bricks, each telling
a different story. A child who was aborted.
Another who was stillborn. Others whose
lives were ended early due to illness, accidents, or while serving as firefighters or military personnel.These are the names of sons
and daughters, remembered forever around
an “Angel of Hope.”
Dedicated on September 15, the Angel of
Hope statue at St.Anne’s Parish and Shrine is
the second one in Massachusetts and the
73rd such site in the world.The history of the
statue centers on a book, The Christmas Box,
by Richard Paul Evans.
According to Evans’ website,“The
Christmas Box Angel Statue was introduced
to the world in the book The Christmas Box,
a worldwide bestseller and hit television
movie. In the book, a woman mourns the loss
of her child at the base of an angel monument.Though the story is mostly fiction, the
angel monument once existed but is speculatTHE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING

The first December 6
candlelight vigil
at St. Anne’s
in remembrance of
deceased children
will take place
at 7:00 p.m.
at the statue.
Gaumond started researching the possibility of a statue, which is a non-denominational
project, when she found out Bilodeau was in
the planning stages for one. She had already
raised $10,000 when the two met and decided to move forward together on the project.
“Sylvia and I each have our own strengths.
She is good on the computer and I like to
speak.We each contributed our skills to this
effort and that made it more special.We make
a great team,” said Bilodeau, who lost her
daughter Jill five years ago.“We have been
very lucky to have wonderful family and
friends who have assisted with this project
and volunteered their time and resources.
From excavating and brick work to the electrical work and fencing, so many gave of their
time and talents.The generosity of people has
been amazing.”
One of the most challenging features of the
project was finding the right site for the statue. Bilodeau said: “We did go to other locations, including Shrewsbury and Webster. I did
get discouraged trying to find a place…it was
one of the hardest parts of this project.”
“It was difficult finding a spot, but we
knew God had already picked out the perfect
piece of land for this Angel of Hope statue.
We are so blessed to be at St.Anne’s; the setting is perfect. Fr. Peter Precourt, Pastor at
Saint Anne Parish, welcomed us with open
arms and it is more than we could have ever
dreamed of,” Gaumond said.
Fr. Precourt said, after reading information
on the project, that he knew the statue was a
natural addition to the Shrine.“When I met
with Sylvia and Linda and looked at the mate-

rial on the Angel of Hope statue, it became
very clear to me that it would fit here.The
Shrine is a place of peace, solace and nature.
We work with a lot of families who are grieving. For too long the death of a child has
been one of those hidden things—this statue
allows parents to say ‘no, I lost somebody.’
The grief of parents who have lost a child is
unique.Those who have it, understand it and
they together become hope for each other.”
Gaumond, who lost her son Jason four
years ago, agrees.“There has been healing for
us as well through involvement in this project. There is a lot of coordination and work,
but it is worth every minute. It is like a support group…we’ve been able to reach out to
so many people through this statue.Years
ago, people were afraid to talk about death. It
is still uncomfortable, but there is more support for those who are grieving the death of a
child.The Angel of Hope statue is a place for
all bereaved parents to come and find peace
and comfort.”
“It has nothing to do with age or reason,”
said Bilodeau.“It is a way for people to keep
the memory of their child alive. It’s comforting. My heart has been lightened through this
experience—the pain in it—because of what
it represents.We want their (children’s) lights
to continue to shine and they do through the
Angel of Hope.”
Fr. Precourt said the statue draws many
additional visitors to the Shrine.“There are
always people on the grounds of the Shrine
seven days a week, but there has been a significant increase in visitors to see this statue.”
Each December 6 a candlelight vigil takes
place at each of the at Angel of Hope statues
across the country. The vigil at St.Anne’s statue will take place at 7 p.m. It will include
music and brief words from individuals who
have lost “angels.” Candles will be lit in
remembrance of each child and parents in
attendance will be given a white flower to lay
at the statue in memory of their child.The
date was chosen because it is the date the
child died in the The Christmas Box. In
many parts of the world, the date is also celebrated as Children’s Day.
Fr. Precourt reflected at the timing of
events to come to this point. “A company
donated a concrete table to the shrine in
memory of a female employee. She had lost a
daughter and came to St.Anne’s Shrine, finding peace here she couldn’t find in her
church or elsewhere.The table, which now
sits at the entrance way to the statue, was
originally put where the site is for the Angel
of Hope.When I look back, there was a divine
plan at work.The place was already being
prepared for what it is now a place where
God is at work, touching people and drawing
them together.”
For more information on the Angel of
Hope statue at St.Anne’s Shrine, contact
Sylvia Gaumond at 508.764.6170 or Linda
Bilodeau at 508.842.6001. Additional information on Angel of Hope statues can also
be found at www.richardpaulevans.com.
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The

Ted
Brigade

Meet some of the
people who are
putting together
the Tantasqua
Education
Foundation
SECOND IN A SERIES OF THREE

BY RICHARD MURPHY

PETER HUETTMANN
Project Manager
SCHOTT

Remember Rom’s this Holiday Season
If your group is 2 or 200 we can accommodate them
H OME

F OR H OME

OR

O FFICE

OR OFFICE ,

FAMILY OR FRIENDS ,
WE CAN PLEASE THEM ALL

PARTIES WE HAVE A

WITH OUR VARIOUS

GROUP - PRICED MENU

OFFERINGS , INCLUDING :

THAT WILL LEAVE YOU

L UNCHEON BUFFETS ,
M ONDAY - F RIDAY

EXTRA MONEY TO BUY
THAT LAST MINUTE

AND

S UNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET.
D INNER BUFFETS
ON W EDNESDAY AND
F RIDAY NIGHTS .

GIFT.

RT. 131, S TURBRIDGE
W W W.

1.800.ROM.1952 • 508.347.3349
ROMSRE

S TAU R A N T. C O M

Not everyone
with children in
the Tantasqua
region is a
native of Sturbridge or the
surrounding
towns. Peter Huettmann is
exceptional in that he did not
come from just another county
or state; he came from Germany.
Peter completed his own high
school education in Wiesbaden
and finished the equivalent of
our bachelors degree at the
College of Applied Sciences in
Hessia. He also did a two-year
add-on program in business
administration.
In 1997, Peter arrived here to
begin a temporary foreign country assignment at SCHOTT North
America in Southbridge. He must
have liked something about the
area, because after moving back
to Germany in 2003, he returned
here to live in Sturbridge in
2005, bringing his wife, Brenda,
and their children Adam 17, Nina,
5 and Ryan 2.
Peter is a project manager
with Schott. He has noticed
something about our society that
others have also observed. The
economy is geared to the managers and finance folks. The engineers and geek types who “make
stuff” are less valued.
Peter is in the unique position
of having knowledge of the educational systems of two different
nations. He has two nephews
graduating from high school in
Germany. Standards are tighten-

No, we’re not telling you what to do.
We’re merely suggesting that you consider shopping, dining and spending locally — more often.
If you’re going to buy it, wear it, display it, give it, consume it ... and you can get it here instead of there,
why not support our local businesses ? Shopping and dining locally. It’s good for all of us.
THE

STURBRIDGETIMES
MAGAZINE
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ing up over there. There is a
strong emphasis on math and science all through high school.
Children must study not just one,
but two foreign languages and
they start early on the first one,
in the fifth grade. Some
American kids might faint at the
thought of such a rigorous
course of study, though Peter is
not sure the actual content is as
strict as it might be.
Peter was approached by John
Stebbins to be part of the TED
team. He feels that the foundation is well on its way to achieving its first year’s goal. The internal network is improving and
there will be more teachers
working with TED and better
grant utilization.

and math, particularly physics
and astronomy. “Given a choice I
would prefer to be discovering a
new sub-atomic particle but
those opportunities tend to be
reserved for folks with excessive
amounts of grey matter.” One
suspects that people who know
him would think he is being
overly modest.
Sturbridge resident, Chris Tieri,
was getting involved in The
Tantasqua Education Foundation
and encouraged Brian to join as
well. Brian explains his choice to

join the board:“The reason I
chose to get in now even though
my kids are so young is that my
personal goalisto help this
become a world class education
foundation that will really have
hit its stride by the time my kids
get into the school system.”
Brian is no stranger to volunteering. He serves as the
Chairman of the Jim Gibson
Memorial at Cohasset Country
Club, an event that has now
raised nearly $1 million for the
Jimmy Fund and the Dana-Farber

Cancer Institute.

Ted Update_______
The Tantasqua Education
Foundation will extend grants
this year to the Union 61 elementary schools of Brimfield,
Brookfield, Holland,Wales and
Sturbridge as well as the to the
Tantasqua junior and senior high
schools.This is one full year
ahead of the non-profit foundation’s original plan.The foundation will offer a total of $20,000
in grants for 2008.

BRIAN GALONEK
President
ALL STAR INCENTIVE MKTG.
Brian Galonek originally hails
from Northampton, though he
grew up mainly
in Southbridge.
His dad’s company was located in Sturbridge and he
began living
here after graduating from the University of
Massachusetts School of
Management with a degree in
Marketing.
Brian Galonek is President of
All Star Incentive Marketing, a
full-service incentive house and
performance improvement company based here. He started and
worked as an account manager
for All Star for 13 years and was
named to the top job in 2001.
Brian has been working in the
incentive industry since 1988,
and is one of only 25 CPIMs
(Certified Professional of
Incentive Marketing) in the country.
The Galonek Family consists of
Brian, his wife Amy, and sons,
Cameron, 7 and, Noah, 5.
Cameron attends second grade at
Burgess elementary and Noah
goes to Montessori in Sturbridge
and will start first grade next
year. Both play a lot of sports
and take art lessons. They love
the family walks in the woods
and the annual summer trip to
Brewster on Cape Cod Bay.
Amy works part-time as a veterinary technician.
Brian has a love for science
THE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING
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American crafts are making a comeback
in Sturbridge Country

Crazy
for Quilting
& Crafts
T

BY LAUREN KOBLARA

hese days, it’s looking like more of our neighbors are interested in
some form of craft. Maybe it’s the rub-off from popular icons like
Martha Stewart or the endless hours of programming on the DIY
Network. For some, these endeavors probably answer a craving for items
that haven’t come off of an assembly line.Whatever the reason, old fashioned crafts are making a comeback in a big way.
The Charlton Sewing Center is a quilter’s haven. Owned by Cathy
Racine, the business is housed in a110-year-old church, boasting original
stained glass windows and a 100-year-old pipe organ.The inspiring
atmosphere has helped the Charlton Sewing Center become a hotspot
for creativity.
Shoppers are greeted near the entrance by a homey area of workspaces and several sewing and quilting machines, used in the Center’s
many classes and workshops. Charlton Sewing Center’s first order of
business is obviously quilting, but they also offer a variety of other classes like clothing construction, embroidery and window treatments as
well as classes for children.
The Center is also the meeting space for several local and very active
quilting guilds. Cathy says that the teachers at the center are flexible and
“can teach anything”. She adds:“If we get a request, we’ll develop a
class.”
Upstairs, the Center’s shop is filled to the brim with colorful fabrics of
all kinds with so many prints on-hand that a quilter could never be
bored by the selection. Nestled amongst the bolts of fabric is a rainbow
of embroidery threads, patterns and instructional books, and virtually
every tool or gadget that a quilter or seamstress might need.This is the
kind of place where a person could browse for hours and find inspiration to create something wonderful.
Starting November 30, for one week only, the Center has been displaying a 12x12 section of the AIDS Quilt to mark World AIDS Day. The
Charlton Sewing Center is one of 400 venues in the country that will be
displaying a piece of this historical quilt in an effort to bring awareness
to the human challenge represented in AIDS.
When asked to comment on the upsurge in popularity with quilting
and sewing Cathy says,“Well, there is comfort in sewing. Look at today’s
world.A little comfort is a good thing.”
Another creative pastime that is getting a cultural boost is knitting and
crochet. Relaxing and methodical, working with yarn can be an addicting hobby and the new Mt. Laurel’s Yarn Boutique in Sturbridge will sat14 THE STURBRIDGE TIMES MAGAZINE
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An Arts & Crafts Movement
isfy any knitter’s yen for specialty yarns.The
walls and shelves of owner Helen Duda’s
shop are neatly stacked with great fibers
ranging from cashmere and silk to cotton
and wool.To spark shoppers’ creativity, Mt.
Laurel’s offers completed projects displayed
throughout the store and rows of bookshelves are loaded with instructional books,
patterns, and videos.
To make it easy on beginners or shoppers
with little time, Mt. Laurel’s also sells complete project kits with various patterns and
the necessary yarn. Classes at all levels of
skill are offered as well and are held in the
shop’s cozy little workshop space and sitting area. Equipped with a couple of sofas
and enough patterns to keep a knitter busy
for the next 50 winters, the sitting area
invites visitors to linger much longer than
the time it may take to select from the hundreds of yarn options.
For some crafters who want to give the
gift of a hand knit baby sweater without
actually having to do all that knitting, Mt.
Laurel’s Yarn Boutique also has many completed items for sale.
With so many local shops catering to the
education and preservation of old fashioned
American crafts, now is the perfect time to
try something new or improve on existing
skills. Making something by hand keeps a
part of our culture’s history alive and
ensures that your creations will be cherished for years to come.
The Fabric Stash, located in Charlton, is running a coupon on page 26 of this magazine,
which entitles its bearers to 25% off merchandise from December 22 to 28.

GOT A
THING
FOR
FABRIC?
Feast your eyes on the
selection at Charlton
Sewing Center and find
inspiration to create a
new heirloom.

LAUREN KOBLARA PHOTO

At the table with friends and family ... no one goes unloved.
CHECK OUT THE

CORNERSTONE
QUILTERS
This Guild started in Charlton nearly eight
years ago by a group of active quilters who
were looking for a place to get together and
share their knowledge. They have grown to
over 150 members strong with members from
across the Commonwealth.
Last July they hosted a quilt show at
Tantasqua Regional High School titled
“Threads of Friendship”.
The quilters donate work to organizations
throughout the states, including non-profits,
hospices, and several fire departments.
The group meets on the third Sunday of
each month from September through June at
the Charlton Baptist Church. Members, who
pay $24 per year, receive a monthly newsletter and attend meetings that feature speakers and craft sharing through show and tell
sessions.
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One inspired family...
three distinctive locations
The Rovezzi family understands that you have a lot of dining choices.
We appreciate your making us one of your favorite choices.
Route 20
Sturbridge, Ma.

108 Grove Street
Worcester, Ma.

Main Street
Rutland, Ma.

508-347-0100

508-753-4511

508-886-4600
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THE SHOPPING NEWS

The Brier Patch blossoms
with floral creations and gifts
SAMPLER

OF

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

AT

THE BRIER PATCH

NANTUCKET STYLE BASKET
FILLED WITH PAPER WHITE FLOWER BULBS.
MAKES A GREAT GIFT!

BYER’S CHOICE CAROLERS
FILLED WITH PAPER WHITE FLOWER BULBS.
MAKES A GREAT GIFT!
Sandy Carroll, owner

By STEPHANIE RICHARDS
uring the holidays, Caneva Pyne
makes the drive from her Hopkinton
home to Sturbridge because she is
looking for something different.And for the
last few years,The Brier Patch is an essential
shopping destination to look for gift items
and see what owner Sandra Carroll and her
designers have been creating.
“Sturbridge is really a wonderful place;
it’s such a beautiful area. Sandy always does
a good job and her items at The Brier Patch
are unique,” said Pyne, who was given the
nickname Holly by Carroll.
It was 25 years ago when Carroll opened
up The Brier Patch, renting just one room at
541 Main Street, Sturbridge.“When my kids
were small I made cookie dough people.
Then, I started a ‘home bazaar’ business
where I went to houses and did home parties,” Carroll said.“I’ve always been creative
and when we bought a house on a lake in
Sturbridge, my sister and I decided to open
the business.We initially carried a lot of
Beatrix Potter’s Peter Rabbit items.”
The business took off and it was only a
year before they decided to buy the building and have since expanded to eight
rooms.The shop has gone from carrying
hats with floral designs and a Victorian feel
to offering simple but elegant floral designs
and gifts.“We have vines and berries, floral
arrangements and many gift items. In addition, we have added a large selection of
stem flowers for customers who want to
make their own creations,” Carroll said.

D

DELIGHTFUL ROOM
OF WINTER WONDERLANDS

red
amaryllis
wreaths

HOLIDAY WREATHS
GARNISHED WITH SOLDIER BOY

Continued on page 8

16
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Gift items include everything from mantel
pieces to door hangings to mirrors, with the
new additions of Byer’s Choice figurines and
scented battery candles.“The candles have
been going over extremely well.They have a
little scent of vanilla and are realistic looking
(when they burn),” Carroll said.
Custom silk wreaths and arrangements are
a specialty of Carroll and her designers,
where customers walk in with a piece of fabric as a starting point to begin the process.
“Custom work is a dying art, but we are in
touch with what people are looking for and
what we create ties everything together,” said
designer Kim Toto, who has been with Carroll
for 14 years.“When people walk away they
are always happy.”
The quality of the designs has translated
into much repeat business for The Brier
Patch.“We still have some of the same customers from 25 years ago.They are wonderful
customers that have become good friends.,”
Carroll said.“I never thought of owning a
business as a risk. I love what I do. If you put
your heart into it and like people, you’ll have
no regrets.”
About seven years ago, Carroll closed The

Brier Patch for a short time to focus on a new
fresh floral wedding design business called
The Flowering Vine. From local wedding celebrations to mansions in Connecticut and
yachts in New York, the fresh floral wedding
business has grown as well. In fact, Carroll’s
fresh floral creations for a wedding were featured in the Summer 2006 issue of Inside
Weddings. And her work has also been featured in the wedding magazine The Knot.
“We really have a wonderful product and I
wish more people knew about it. I’ve traveled
to other places and haven’t found the unique
hand work that we do at The Brier Patch” said
Carroll.“We really have something for every
age group, so whether you want a simple,
crisp look or a more involved piece, we can
create it.”
The Brier Patch is located at 541 Main
Street, Sturbridge. Extended holiday hours:
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mondays-Sundays through
December 15. Normal business hours are
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesdays-Sundays.
For more information on Carroll’s fresh
flower wedding designs, go to www.thefloweringvine.net (no hyphen).

Roland Tremblay, an inspiration to anyone wanting to start a business
Roland Tremblay had always wanted to have
his own business. He’d been married 23 years to
his high school sweetheart, Lisa, and was tired of
working for someone else. For 12 years he had
been delivering oxygen and wheelchairs to
homes of the infirmed and enjoyed the work, and
the people he met, but yearned for something
more.
His father had owned a gas and repair station
in Sturbridge so he knew his way around cars.
His wife had developed a successful home child
care business, so he knew that it could be done.“I
wanted to be my own boss too,” recalls Tremblay,
who got the idea of starting up an auto detailing
business because he had always been a selfdescribed “fanatic”about keeping his cars clean.
Tremblay opened his business in Oxford on a

Roland Tremblay always wanted to strike out on his own
part-time basis, and then last April Lisa ended her
business, Roland quit his, and the couple opened
their second location, in Sturbridge, behind
Sturbridge Motors on Rt. 20.
Quickly earning a reputation for meticulous

Sturbridge Pottery:
all fired up for the
holidays
Throughout the fall, the potters at
Sturbridge Pottery have been busy firing
the kiln filled with vases, pitchers, bowls,
and serving platters for the holiday season.
Like a trip to the orchard for apples in
September, a visit to Sturbridge Pottery in
December has become a cherished memory for many local families.
Gifts of handthrown original “art pottery” have become a tradition under the
tree. Gifts such as dip crocks, candle lights,
shrimp servers, and nacho & salsa sets are
offered in an array of rich and colorful
glazes.
Gary and Ann Malone have been making
fine porcelain and stoneware pottery
together since they met at an art show on
Sturbridge Common in 1976.With degrees
in Art from Oberlin College and Mass.
College of Art, their combined talents have
developed into one of the area’s finest
gallery of crafts.
Recently Ann has been designing and firing a new line of original art glass. For 32
years, the Malones have been creating
handthrown pottery for the holidays.Their
spacious gallery at 99 New Boston Road is
open daily 9-5.

service, the Tremblays have turned All Wheels
Detailing into a strong and versatile enterprise.
Tremblay remarks:“We’re glad we gave it a
shot. On the first day we opened in Sturbridge,
the guy who built the building was our first customer. Ever since then we’ve done great on word
of mouth.Ads are important, but you know
you’re doing well when you’re hearing about satisfied customers talking to eachother.

All Wheels Detailing
Independently Owned and Operated by The Tremblay Family
See our Ad
about
Snow Plowing
and
Sanding

Now Offering
Window Tinting,
Remote Car Starters,
and a Full Line of Car
and Truck Accessories
www.ALLWHEELSDETAILING.com

In Oxford
381 Main Street, Oxford
508-987-3527
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Gift
Certificates
Available

In Sturbridge
210 Charlton Rd. Rt. 20, Sturbridge
508-347-2002
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Guest Opinion
BY THOMAS CREAMER

A battle for the future
LEGAL
BRIEF

ROBERT A. GEORGE, ESQ.
STURBRIDGE ATTORNEY
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WILL YOUR
CHILDREN FACE
AN
ESTATE TAX UPON
YOUR PASSING?
Unless you’re worth a bundle of money,
there’s no need to worry about paying taxes
when you die. But if you are worth a bundle,
you shouldn’t just worry, you should worry a
lot.
Right now, the government defines a bundle as $2 million.That’s the amount you can
own at death without having to pay a penny
in federal estate taxes. (The Commonwealth
will take a piece, but only a small one).
Unless Congress changes the current law,
that amount goes up to $3.5 million in 2009.
If you die in 2010, there won’t be any federal
tax no matter how much you’re worth.
Congress is likely to fix the estate tax code
before then. Most prognosticators figure the
exemption amount will settle in around $3.5
million.
It’s easier to reach that amount than most
people realize.The government counts just
about everything you own, plus everything
you gave away in the three years before you
died and, typically, the death benefit in your
life insurance policy.
The government might hold back from taxing that first couple million or so, but once it
gets going, it goes full bore. For every dollar
over the current $2 million exemption, the
government takes 45 cents.
For example, a married couple with an
estate valued at $3 million will pay a 45 percent tax on everything over the $2 million
exemption.That’s 45 percent of $1 million, or
$450,000.00.
But they can still beat the tax man. Using
some relatively straightforward estate planning tools, that same married couple can
bring the total tax all the way down to zero.
Now that’s saving a bundle.
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I read with great interest and tempered
amusement the “Sound Offs” recently published in a local newspaper regarding the
Sturbridge Selectmen’s “plan” for the Waste
Water Treatment Facility (WWTF).Though I
respect and appreciate the writers’ willingness
to voice their position anonymously, I thought
it prudent to provide some balance.
One writer asked:“How could anybody get
up in front of the Town of Sturbridge and
argue for spending millions of dollars for a
wastewater plant that would be bigger than we
probably need?”— (“probably” being the operative word here). Is the writer’s question based
on what our needs are right now, what they
were yesterday, or what they will most likely
be tomorrow?
One might do well to consider that any
upgrade to our WWTF should bear in mind the
needs, opportunities, and challenges that will
certainly arise over the next 20 years or so as
growth inevitably occurs. And as it occurs so
too will the needs and demands for services,
which will require more from taxpayers who
are already shouldering an escalating economic
burden.
Increasing assessments on behalf of
Tantasqua Jr. and Sr. High will continue and
must be expected if we are to maintain quality
education and services for our children.The
need for serious renovations or a completely
new facility at Burgess Elementary School will
further burden cash-strapped residents as tax
revenue will be needed to fund some or all of
the cost.
The demands and needs for appropriate and
competitive wage increases for town employees will continue to challenge our tax base, as
will the maintenance of our infrastructure if
we are to maintain an acceptable quality of life
- that money will have to come from someone,
and that someone is you and me, the taxpayers.
Small businesses and home owners alike are
struggling to make ends meet and discretionary income is limited at best for many. One
need not look too deeply to identify the vast
number of vacant, for sale, or for lease business
locations in town to recognize that in fact
“there is a problem” in town, and limiting the
size of the WWTF to anything less than 1.4 million gallons per day will do nothing to alleviate
this issue.A quick review of the meeting minutes reflects that over the past 3 years the subject of our “sewer capacity” has been raised at
62 selectmen’s meetings in one form or another. Some of the discussion involved requests
from business and residents alike for sewer
connections or increases, many of which were
turned down due to the “Sewer Moratorium”
that has been in place since 2005 because of
our “lack of capacity”.
Over the past two years the “Sewer

Moratorium” has been consistently used as a
trump card against businesses and commercial
developers seeking to locate or build in
Sturbridge despite any economic benefit such
growth may offer in terms of tax revenue.
Certainly not all business or development is in
the best interests of the town as a whole, and
it is wise to be selective, but carte blanche dismissal of proponents in general has become
the norm these past two years. In addition to
the demands of our educational system and
infrastructure we must address the desire and
need for full time paramedic services, tax relief
for our seniors and those on fixed incomes, as
well as the need to maintain first rate police,
fire, and public works services.These services
do not come cheaply and they certainly do not
Continued on next page

Robert A. George
AT T O R N E Y AT L A W
LAW OFFICES
OF ROBERT E. GEORGE, PC

508-347-7114
www.regeorge.net
YOUR LOCAL LAW FIRM SINCE 1973.

• Estate Planning
• Real Estate
• Corporate Business
• Bankruptcy
• Divorce
• Litigation

STURBRIDGE MOTORS PLAZA
Celebrating 22 Years in Business

Sturbridge
Motors, Inc.
Quality
Used Cars
and Trucks

Steve’s
Collision
Center, Inc.
Collision Specialists
All Work Guaranteed RS626

Local Car Rentals
Budget Truck Rentals
and Moving Supplies
Available at Sturbridge Motors, Inc.
210 Charlton Road, Route 20
Sturbridge, MA 01566
508-347-9116 or 508-347-7900
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521SSE

10527SBE

Snow Thrower
•
•
•
•

Snow Thrower

5.0hp Tecumseh engine
Single stage
Electric start
21” clearing width

Power Price

$549.95

As low as
a month

•
•
•
•

$15

10.5hp Tecumseh engine
Single stage
Electric start • Hand Warmers
27” clearing width

Power Price

$1149.95

As low as
a month

$30

1130SBE

Snow Thrower
•
•
•
•

11hp Tecumseh engine
Electric start
Hand Warmers
As low as
30” clearing width

Power Price

$1299.95

$39

a month

1330SBE-XP

Snow Thrower
•
•
•
•

13.0hp Tecumseh engine
Electric start
Hydro drive
30” clearing width

Power Price

low as $54
$1799.95 As
a month

QUABOAG EQUIPMENT
27 Fiskdale Road, Route 148, Brookfield 508-867-6227
Prices, products, promotional offers and financing vary by dealer. Financing subject to credit approval. ©2006

The smart new way to buy a car
Conventional auto dealers sell to you a car off their lot.
We search the wholesale markets and buy for you a car that you want
• Save time spent shopping around for the right car
• No hassles or negotiations with car salesmen
• Experienced auto experts work for you
• Save time and money and eliminate stress

Your Auto Expert
381 Main Street
Oxford, Massachusetts
508-987-5600

Our specialty is late model,
low mileage imported cars,
covered under factory warranty.

www.yourautoexpert.com

A necessary battle
Continued from previous page
get less expensive each year.
The other “Sound Off” referenced how some
wanted to “…take our Sturbridge wastewater
treatment plant and double the size, even though
we probably only need about one million gallons,” (again the operative word being
“probably”). I will probably never get old, but
one can’t be certain.
The writer then states his/her fear about
Sturbridge becoming “…a sprawling town with a
bunch of strip malls”. This perhaps says it all as
the real issue for some is not about what our
needs, challenges, or opportunities are today, or
will be tomorrow, but more realistically about
the desire by some perhaps to hold on too tightly to the past, using misinformation and fear-bating about the strip malls, bad developments, and
“big box” stores that are sure to come with additional wastewater capacity.
Growth is inevitable; as are death and taxes,
and if we are to survive we must have the tools
to address future challenges and opportunities,
and “capacity” at our WWTF will be instrumental
in helping to properly manage that growth just
as sound zoning practices, strong by-laws, good
site plan review, a well designed and practical
sewer service area, and a comprehensive sewer
by-law that appropriately addresses the management of sewer privileges, practices, and utilization, while simultaneously providing future residents and town officials with the necessary tools
to address their needs.
A decision relative to the WWTF should not be
based upon political ideologies, half truths, and
misrepresentations, but rather on pragmatism
and principles, for just as our needs have
increased over those who preceded us, so too
will the needs of those who follow us.
Mr. Creamer is a member of the Sturbridge
Planning Board. He writes to us here as a
private citizen.

Sales and Service
Parts
Repairs and
Maintenance

888-414-2287
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Sturbridge native continues mom’s legacy of literacy
By Lauren Koblara
Vanessa Fors, program director
at the Literacy Volunteers of South
Central Massachusetts, may have
inherited her passion for language
and literacy from her mother.Years
ago, mom Nancy Fors was also program director of the Literacy

Volunteers and Vanessa regularly
helped by tutoring non-English
speaking students at the group’s
weekly Literacy Café.
Vanessa is a native of Sturbridge
and a graduate of Tantasqua’s Class
of 1998.Vanessa made the decision
to teach English as a second lan-

guage while she was living in Italy.
She returned home to study and
became certified.Vanessa ran her
own literacy program in Worcester
for a while, but later moved to Los
Angeles to take a marketing position at a recording company. She
discovered that although the work

Vanessa Fors

Looking for competitive rates on your insurance costs?
Call or visit our Sturbridge office located
at 54 Main Street and speak with Kathy Gallant or Peg Predella.
Kathy and Peg have been providing
“first-in-class” service for over 20 years!
We represent over 50 insurance carriers
and would be happy to provide you with a competitive quote
We have several group auto discounts available.

Eastern Insurance Group LLC
54 Main Street — Cedar Court — Sturbridge, MA 01566
Phone 508-347-1234 — Fax 508-347-3044
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she was doing for the record label
was exciting, her heart was not in
it.That’s when she came home to
central Massachusetts and found
the Program Director’s position
open.“It was a real comfortable fit
for me,”Vanessa says.
Vanessa explains that while
working in marketing “at the end of
the day I never felt for one second
the way I felt when a tutor comes
in and tells me the gains their student is making, or I see a student at
the grocery store and they knock
me over in the aisle because they
can fill out a form or they just got a
job. Some days I can’t believe that
I’m getting paid to do what I do.”
The Literacy Volunteers of South
Central Massachusetts has been
providing one-on-one tutoring
since 1975 as one of ten regional
groups affiliated with the Literacy
Volunteers of Massachusetts (LVM).
From their location in
Southbridge’s Jacob Edwards
Library, the volunteers coach adult
students in Adult Basic Education
(ABE), English to Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL), or GED preparation.Although the program is predominantly focused on ESOL at the
moment, they hope to gain enough
volunteers to help broaden the
focus into more ABE and GED students in the future.
Currently, the program has over
20 wait-listed ESOL students.The
Literacy Volunteers offer the
Literacy Café for such students.The
Café is a conversation class facilitated by two volunteers that meets
every Thursday morning and
evening. Program Director,Vanessa
Fors says that the Café is “just a
great way for the waitlisted students to get in and be practicing.”
Vanessa emphasizes that keeping
Continued on page 24
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THINGS TO DO
Now through December 16. MIRACLE ON
34TH STREET on stage in Sturbridge. Kris Kringle
is the personification of goodwill and holiday spirit.
As Macy’s Santa he enchants children so completely he is viewed as a threat. A small girl’s belief and
the magic of the holiday season are at stake in the
court scene climax. This hilarious, tender and
charming show is perfect for the whole family.
Fridays and Saturdays 8:00 p.m., Sundays at 2:00
p.m. Special matinees: Saturday, Dec. 8 at 4:00 p.m.
and Saturday, Dec. 15 at 4:00 p.m. STAGELOFT
REPERTORY THEATRE, 450A Main Street,
Sturbridge. 508-347-0995.
December 7. CHRISTMAS BY CANDLELIGHT AT OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE.
Experience the magic of a candlelit village at
Christmas time and explore the history of the holiday’s traditions.

p.m. Featured authors include Rita Schiano and
many others. Kaizen will present their signature
style of Maki-Sushi-Sashimi, and other specialties.
Reservations are highly recommended: 508-3471088. All book sales will be cash or check only.

Check out the Small House
After 15 years of research and three years of
construction, the curators of Old Sturbridge
Village have opened the museum’s latest exhibit and newest old home, the “Small House”.
The Small House was built by hand using
period tools and techniques and it authentically
depicts a typical modest “starter home”of the
1790s -1830s – one that might have been home
to a young couple just starting out, to laborers,
renters, or to African American and Native
American families living at the time in the
Sturbridge area.

December 7-16. CHRISTMAS BY CANDLELIGHT HOLIDAY BUFFET. Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays from 4:30 to 8: p.m. (A total of six
evenings.) $18.95 for adults, $10.95 for children
ages 3-1, free for children under 3. Come hungry,
then stroll the candlelit village, or stop in after
attending Christmas by Candlelight. OLIVER
WIGHT TAVERN, OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE.
December 8. RIMSCHA CONCERT SERIES.
The traditional “Lessons and Carols Concert” with
the St. Anne-St. Patrick Choir under the direction
of Peter Morin. The concert will be held in ST.
JOACHIM CHAPEL AT ST. ANNE’S IN
STURBRIDGE at 7:00 p.m. ADMISSION IS
FREE.

family anywhere, but
they belong at the

YMCA!

December 8 & 15. CRAFTS AT CLOSE
RANGE. Spend a day learning a historical craft.
These workshops vary from blacksmithing to woodworking, textile crafts and more. Come and try your
hand at a craft and take home your finished masterpiece! Advanced registration required.
December 9. HOLIDAY ARTS HAPPENING.
DCU CENTER, WORCESTER.
December 10. Sturbridge’s new sushi bar and
grill opens at 479 Main Street, former site of Bin
479. KAIZEN.
December 13. WHAT IS GOING ON WITH
THE RAILROAD GREENWAY PROJECT? 7:00
p.m. Southbridge Town Hall. For more information
contact Scott Benoit at
508-765-3784.
December 16. OPACUM LAND TRUST
BOOK SIGNING FUNDRAISER. 5:00 to 7:00
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GIVE THE GIFT OF HEALTH

Your ultimate backyard nature store™
Providing You With The Products, Knowledge
And Service You Need ...
To Bring The Best Of Nature Into Your Backyard!

Wild Bird Crossing
JOIN

US FOR A LIVE HAWK AND OWL PROGRAM

PRESENTED BY

December 8. BREAKFAST WITH SANTA.
Join Santa for breakfast. Reservations required. 8 to
10 a.m. OLIVER WIGHT TAVERN, OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE.

TRI-COMMUNITY
YMCA
You can take your

LARRY KEATING FROM RULERS OF
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 12-4

THE

WIND

4 Cedar Street (Rt. 20/Cedar St. intersection)
Sturbridge, MA 01566
Phone: 508.347.BIRD — Fax: 508.347.5601
www.wildbirdxing.com

GI FT
ATES
CERTI FIC
466
508.765.5
me In
Gift Or Co
for Your
Just Call

a

TRI-COMMUNITY YMCA

43 Everett Street, Southbridge, MA 01550
Tel. 508-765-5466 • Fax 508-765-5894
tricommunityymca.org

GIANT CHRISTMAS SALE!
• 26” LCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $469.99
• 42” HDTV Panasonic Plasma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,099 w/rebate
• Sony 50” LCD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,199.99
• Sony 40” LCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,299.99
• 32” HDTV LCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $549.99
• 32” Sony LCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $799.99
• Pioneer 50” Plasma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,699.99
• 40” Sony 1080 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,599.99
• 42” Toshiba LCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,199.99
• 47” Toshiba 1080 LCD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,899.99
• 50” Panasonic Plasma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,599.99

Giant Toy Sale
Nintendo WII in Stock

0%

Financing for
12 months

10%
Off
ALL APPLIANCES
Plus Many Added Rebates

Don’t Buy Until You See Us!
FREE 3-YEAR WARRANTY
with any appliance over $599
••• — WITH THIS AD — •••

Giant Bike Sale. All Bikes Reduced.

IN-HOME APPLIANCE REPAIR
We Service All Brands

WHITCO TOY BIKE & VIDEO

140 Main Street, Spencer, MA

508-885-9343

Mon-Sat. 10-9 • Sun. 10-8
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YARDWORKS

Caring for what grows in your yard

By Tom Chamberland, ISA
STURBRIDGE TREE WARDEN

CHRISTMAS TREES ...
Some of us who celebrate the Christmas
season will think of using live trees for decorating and then planting them outside. My
wife and I have done it twice in celebrating
the birth of our children. Over the years we
have enjoyed watching both the trees and
our kids grow. Here are a few steps to follow
for the tree to grow successfully:
If you are not already buying a pre-dug
tree, visit your local Christmas tree farm now
and choose your tree, and prepare it before
the frost sets too deep. Remember the tree
will be much heavier, and need a container
large enough for the root ball for transportation. Pre dig around the roots now before
the ground freezes, and then cover the area
with a straw or hay mulch to prevent the
ground from freezing.When you harvest
your tree or if your tree is from a nursery, all
ready balled and burlapped, place the tree in
a tub, in an unheated building like a garage
or tool shed, keeping the root ball moist
until you are ready to move it inside.
You now also need to pre dig a hole
where you want to plant the tree after the
Christmas season. This hole should be at
least two times as wide as, and no deeper
than, the root ball. Fill this hole with straw,
hay or leaves and cover with a tarp to prevent this area from freezing until you plant
the tree. Also cover well or store indoors the
soil you removed to prevent it from freezing
too. Pick your tree planting site carefully,
evergreens need full sun for good thick
growth and allow at least 15’-20’ from any
other tree or building in your yard. Before
you dig know where your underground utilities are, call the folks at Dig Safe: 1-800-3224844, and our local water and sewer department at 508-347-2513 for assistance.
Bring in and decorate your tree for the
shortest time possible and try to keep the
room temperature cool, a room too hot and
dry will possibly “re-awaken” the tree into a
false spring, then the shock of winter planting will do it some harm. Keep the root ball
moist but not flooded wet. Do not cut off or
remove any branches more that absolutely
necessary. Your tree will need this green to
recover from the transplanting stress. Do not
cut or trim the central leader as this will
force the tree as it grows to produce multiple leaders in the future. Use only “mini”
lights or the new LED type, if any. Set up a
room humidifier near the tree, and keep it
full and running while the tree is in the
house.
As soon as possible after the holiday,
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Planting a live Christmas tree
and holiday greenery harvesting

preferably no more than three weeks, move
the tree to its new planting site, remove the
burlap, and plant the tree no deeper than
when it was previously planted, water in
well and keep covered with 4-6 inches of
mulch. Don’t forget to remove all decorations and lights! You may also want to spray
on an anti- desiccant to slow down the evaporation of water from its needles.
Next spring, remove the hay mulch, check
soil for depressions and low spots, refill to
grade, re-mulch with wood or bark mulch
and keep well watered for the next several
years. If it is a tree you have planted to celebrate a birth, etc, don’t forget to take a picture too! In a few years you will be amazed
of the growth of both the tree and the child.
If you are just looking for the more traditional cut tree, I again recommend that you
visit one of our area Christmas tree farms
and cut your own.This will guarantee the
freshest tree. If you chose to purchase one
from a local sales yard, remember these trees
were cut in late October and early
November and then “frozen” for shipment.To
test for freshness, lightly pull on the needles,
if they come off easily then the tree is drying
out, also place your fingers in about 3-4”
from the end and bend the twig around, if it
kinks or breaks then the tree is not fresh,
chose another one.When you get home,
bounce the tree on its butt to shake out
loose needles, then cut off two inches from

the butt and place the tree in a bucket of
water, you can make a tree preservation solution by mixing 1 gallon water with 1 table
spoon bleach, 3 table spoons sugar and 6 oz
of flat regular beer. Use this solution to water
your tree as it will help keep the tree green
longer. Remember too that no matter where
you purchase your tree, Mother Nature is not
“perfect” and neither will your tree. Bring a
ruler and know the ceiling height of your
home, remember the old carpenter adage:
measure twice, cut once.

Holiday greens and berries.
Many of us decorate with harvested
greens and berries from around our woods.
Princess pine Lycopodium, Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia, and Winter Berry Ilex verticillata, are the most common. Harvesting of
plant parts from your property is ok; however you should have the permission of the
property owner if it is not yours.That’s the
good neighbor thing to do, and no matter
where you harvest your greenery, remember
to leave enough to grow for next year.
Harvest responsibly! If you do not have these
plants in your yard I have included links
below to learn more about them, and I recommend you consider adding them to your
yard.
There are also two local plants, used for
decorations this time of year, which I recomTHE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING

AREA BUSINESS AND FINANCE
will grow from 3000 to 16,740
square feet to meet the present and future educational,
cultural and leisure needs of
the community. The total projected cost of the new library
is $6.7 million.

Bitter sweet
Beware of
some of the
greens and
berries
mend you stay away from,
and ask you to assist in
their control.They are
Bitter sweet Celastrus
orbiculata, and Autumn
Olive Elaeagnus umbellata,
also known as Russian
olive. Both of these plants
are aggressively invasive,
and are listed on the
Massachusetts prohibited
plant list.
Harvesting of berries
from these plants and the
casual discarding of them
in your yard will increase
the spread of these plants.
These plants are very
aggressive in their growth
habits and quickly will
form a monoculture with
mortality of native species,
and once established are
difficult to control. Bitter
sweet is a climbing vine
that has the bright orange
and yellow berries.
Autumn Olive is a shrub
with silver colored leaves
and produces red berries.
For more information on
all invasive plants of
Massachusetts visit:
http://plants.usda.gov/java/
noxious?rptType=State&sta
tefips=25
For more information on
Bitter sweet visit:
http://plants.usda.gov/java/
profile?symbol=CEOR7
For more information on
Autumn Olive visit:
http://plants.usda.gov/java/
profile?symbol=ELUM
For more information
and locations on
Massachusetts Christmas
tree farms visit:
http://www.christmastrees.org/
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Ted’s fundraising
efforts looking
good, new plans
announced

Matt Sosik

Hometown Bank
donates to Dudley
library campaign
Sturbridge resident and
Hometown Bank President and
CEO, Matt Sosik recently presented a gift from the bank to
a capital campaign in Dudley.
The campaign is being conducted so the library may relocate
to the former town hall. When
completed, the library’s space

Sturbridge resident and
president of the Tantasqua
Education Foundation, John
Stebbins has announced that
the group raised $15,000 from
its November 4 fundraiser. The
group will extend grants to the
five area town elementary
schools of Brookfield,
Brimfield, Holland, Wales and
Sturbridge, a year ahead of
schedule. The grants will total
$20,000, and will also go to
Tantasqua Jr. and Sr. High.

Southbridge
Savings Bank
helps shelter

Southbridge
Credit Union
engages the kids

Southbridge Savings Bank
nominated Ed’s Place in
Oakham for a grant from the
Federal Home Loan Bank of
Boston and they were awarded $1,000. The bank then
matched the award with a
$1,000 donation of their
own. “Southbridge Savings
Bank welcomes the opportunity to support organizations
such as Ed’s Place that are
located in the communities
that we serve.”, stated Philip
Pettinelli, President and CEO
of Southbridge Savings Bank.
“We feel that it is very important to support a variety of
community needs throughout
our twelve branch network.”
Ed’s Place was established in 2000 as a 16 bed,
sober facility.

The Southbridge Credit
Union has kicked off its 13th
annual Kids’ Holidays Coloring
Contest.
Children in four age groups
are being invited to take part
in three weekly random drawings, Kimberly Quinn, the
Southbridge Credit Union’s
Operations Officer,
announced today.
Pictures for coloring may
be downloaded from the
credit union’s website,
www.sbgecu.org, and picked
up and dropped off at any of
their offices.
The weekly contest deadlines are December 6 and 13.
A winner from each of these
age groups will be selected
each week: three years and
under, 4-6 years, 7-9 years
and 10-13 years.

TA N TA S Q UA E D U C A T I O N F O U N D A T I O N

Give the gift of Ted
Here’s an opportunity for parents and students to
honor valued teachers and staff with a tax deductible
gift in their name. For more information or to make a
gift online, please go to the Ted website:

www.tedfound.org.

Fall Specials

Assorted Wines
99
$5. or 3 for $15
99
$3. or 3 for $10
Fred’s Variety
& Package Store
Route 148, Sturbridge

347-9221
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THE HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL ADVISER

The ins-and-outs of snoring
BY THE FACULTY OF
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
A REGULAR FEATURE IN
THE STURBRIDGE TIMES
MAGAZINE

Q: I just got married and I
don't want my loud snoring to
keep my husband up at night.
What causes snoring? Is there anything I can do about it?
A: Every time you inhale and
exhale, air is forced through narrow passageways in your nose and
throat. Noise develops when these
channels become too narrow.
During sleep, the tissues around
the air passages relax, narrowing
the channels and causing snoring.
The noise is mainly from the vibration of loose tissue.The noisemaker
is often the soft palate, the slender
piece of tissue in the back of the
throat (see illustration).
Some people snore because they
have too much throat and nasal tissue. Others have floppy tissue
that's more likely to vibrate.The
tongue can get in the way of
smooth breathing.And being overweight is another, very common
cause: Extra fat tissue in the neck
and throat can press in on the airways.
If you snore when your mouth is
closed, your tongue is probably to
blame. If you snore with your
mouth open, then tissues in your
throat are the more likely cause.
Some snorers also have a condition called sleep apnea.When
someone has sleep apnea, the airway gets blocked completely -- temporarily.The hallmark of sleep
apnea is restless sleep with loud
snoring and breathing pauses that
end with gasps or snorts.
If you think you have sleep
apnea, talk to your doctor.
Interruptions in breathing can lead
to a lack of oxygen that puts a
strain on the heart.That's why people with severe sleep apnea have a
higher-than-normal risk for high
blood pressure, heart attacks and
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strokes. Because they sleep
poorly, they can fall asleep at
the wheel or have other types
of accidents.
In itself, snoring doesn't pose
health risks, but it's still a problem if it bothers your bed partner.You don't want to join the
ranks of the bedroom exiles
who are banished because their
snoring is so loud.
There are some simple things
you can try to dial down the
decibels. If you are overweight,
reducing is the best treatment,
but it's a hard struggle for many.
If you sleep on your back,
switch to your side.When you
are on your back, your tongue
and other soft tissues in the
back of the throat tend to slide
back, narrowing your airway. If
you find it hard to stay off your
back while you're asleep, try
sewing a small pocket in the
back of your nightshirt and fill
it with a tennis ball. It sounds
uncomfortable, but it's not as
bad as your spouse's elbow in
your ribs.
If you drink alcohol in the
evening, try drinking less.
Alcohol relaxes muscles, and it
may be affecting the muscles
around your airways. Sleeping
pills sometimes have the same
effect. If you're stuffed up a lot,

you might have allergies that
could be prevented or treated.
Breathing through a blocked
nose can create a small vacuum
that pulls the walls of the upper
airway in. If lifestyle changes
don't do the trick, the next step
may be to try a dental appliance
that looks like the mouth
guards worn by athletes, which
can reposition your jaw and
tongue at night.
If none of this helps, there
are several operations for snorers. Doctors can laser away
excess tissues, or shrink them
with instruments that deliver
high-frequency radio waves.
These procedures are reason-

ably effective, though the sore
throat during the recovery period can be painful.
A new procedure involves
inserting slender plastic
implants less than an inch long
into the soft palate.The doctor
uses a syringe-like tool to push
the implants in. Local anesthesia
means there's little, if any, pain.
Scar tissue forms around the
implants, which stiffens up the
tissue so it doesn't vibrate and
make noise. It's done in the
doctor's office and takes about
10 minutes.The brand name is
Pillar, so it's often referred to as
the Pillar procedure.The generic name is palatal implantation.
So far the results look very
good. It helps with snoring, and
the sore throat afterward is mild
and lasts only a couple of days.
But in a small number of cases,
the implants may fall out or be
too uncomfortable to leave in.
Expense is an issue.The procedure costs about $2,000, and
most health insurance policies
won't cover the procedure if
it's done for snoring. Still, it
might be money well spent if
your snoring keeps your spouse
awake at night -- and has you
looking for someplace else to
sleep.
© 2007 the President and
Fellows of Harvard College.

Literacy volunteers
Continued from page 20
the momentum and drive with the
waitlisted students is important to
the success of the program.
Due to the increasing need for
tutors, the program is constantly
looking for volunteers to match
up with the eager students.
Those interested in volunteering
are fully trained by the program
and are asked to devote a minimum of two hours a week.“It’s a
really an accommodating pro-

gram. I’m hoping to get the
message across to people that
it’s really fun and flexible,”
Vanessa says.
Vanessa credits the program’s
success to her volunteers.
The Literacy Volunteers work
closely with each student to
meet their individual needs and
goals, whether it is someone
wanting to learn how to create
a resume, read to their grandchild, or obtain citizenship.
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“...without a doubt, we’ll know that we have been revived when we shall leave this place.”

Come to New England’s Sewing Sanctuary
and become part of the family
COME AND SEE US AT THE CHARLTON SEWING CENTER, A FULL-LINE SEWING AND QUILTING STORE.
We carry new and used sewing machines, books, fabric, notions and sewing-related gifts. We have ongoing
classes for individuals seven years and older in a fully-equipped classroom. We are located on the corner of
Rt. 31 and Stafford Street in Charlton.

WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY NEW SEWING
MACHINE:
•Lifetime FREE SERVICE for
your well cared-for machine
• A minimum of 3 free guide
classes
• Unlimited FREE demonstrations
of new techniques
• All service and 90% of repairs
done in-house.

VISIT OUR GIFT SHOP
FEATURING MANY
FREE-TRADE PRODUCTS

CLASSROOMS FITTED
WITH BERNINA, PFAFF
SEWING MACHINES & HQ16
QUILTING MACHINE
10-6 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY
SUNDAY 10-4 (CALL AHEAD)
PLUS NIGHTTIME CLASSES

12 Stafford St. (at Rt. 31) Charlton • www.charltonsewingcenter.com • 508-248-6632

VILLAGE CINEMA
OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE
Village Cinema is located in the Visitor
Center Theatre at Old Sturbridge Village.
Enjoy memorable movie classics in a comfortable setting.
Tickets at the door. Popcorn and snacks are
available.

Village Cinema
now features
Surround Sound!
No showings on
Friday, December 7,
Saturday, December 8,
Friday, December 14,
Saturday, December 15
due to the Village’s Christmas by
Candlelight program on those
evenings, from 5 to 9 p.m.
Village Cinema resumes on
December 21-22.

The Polar Express (G)
12/21/2007 - 7:00 pm
12/22/2007 - 7:00 pm

Pirates of Caribbean (PG-13)
12/28/2007 - 7:00 pm
12/29/2007 - 7:00 pm

AT OSV
Got a new little one?
www.sturbridgetimes.com

Go to our website,
click on
GOT NEWS?
and tell
everyone
about
it.
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DIRECTORY ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
AND
DIRECTORY ADVERTISING

Place
your ad
here
for
$30.00
per month

Directory ads are $30.00 per month.
Classified Ads are free for individuals who want
to sell up to 4 items at a time. Limit is 3 lines
of 24 characters each and a headline.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
Jobs available for machine operators, assemblers,
draw tower operators in the Southbridge and Sturbridge
areas. Must have high school diploma or GED. Must be
able to communicate in English. Call Lee at 508-7658881.

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT REP
Part-time, flexible schedule, perfect for mother’s hours.
For Sturbridge Times Magazine outside of Sturbridge.
Call on area businesses. We’re flexible. You’re dependable. Commission-based. Send letter and resume to:
The Sturbridge Times Magazine, P.O. Box 418,
Sturbridge, MA 01566.

MASSAGE

ITEMS OFFERED
FOR SALE
HANDMADE MULTICOLORED
WOOLEN BRAIDED RUGS
2 x 4 to 5 x 7 - reasonably priced $200 - $500 or Best
Offer. Call 508-347-3590.

FOUR WHEELER
2002 YAMAHA RAPTOR 660, MINT COND. LOW
MMILES. $3,200/b.o. 774-200-1002

GARMENT STEAMER
Rowenta IS-7800 Industrial strength, commercially
rated steamer removes wrinkles from hanging garments such as curtains, bed skirts, and suit jackets.
Also ideal for difficult to iron fabrics such as sweaters
with beading and delicate items.. 508-347-8252.

STURBRIDGE MASSAGE CENTER
John Foley (formerly of Paul Conzo Day Spa) is offering therapeutic relaxation massage at the Sturbridge
Host Hotel. By appointment only. Call: 508-867-3958 or
774-200-0872.

MESSAGES
HOLY LOVE
Love God above all things; love your neighbor as yourself = Holy Love. www.holylove.org.
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Great

L O O K

The Sturbridge Times Magazine accepts no liability for its failure, for any
reason, to print an advertisement or for any errors appearing beyond the
cost of the advertisement. The Sturbridge Times Magazine reserves the
right to edit, rewrite or reject any ad for any reason. Sorry, no refunds on
classified advertisements.

Make An Offer Sale

Holidays!
F O R

T H E

On all Crystal Flutes, Morgan
Monroe Guitars and Banjos,
Deering Banjos and All Drums

THE
FIDDLE
CENTER
300 East Main St (Rt. 9)
East Brookfield

Experienced
and Certified
_____________
Safe, most effective and
comfortable treatments
available
_____________

508-867-6600
www.fiddlecenter.com
We reserve the right to refuse
any unreasonable offer.

NEW GODIN ELECTRIC GUITARS NOW IN!

Napoli Pizzeria, III
Serving Only The Best!
$1.00 Off Purchase
Of $20.00
Or More

Napoli I Springfield
Napoli II Westfield

Closed Mondays
Tues.-Thurs. 11 am to 9 pm
Fri-Sat 11 am to 10 pm
Sunday 12 noon to 9 pm

Now featuring

Permanent Makeup
with
Marie Garvey, RN
LASER HAIR REMOVAL
Upper Lip . . . . . . . . . . . . .$48
Chin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$80
Bikini or Underarms . . .$99
SKIN RENEWAL
Ultrasonic Facial . . . . . .$78
Rosacea, Acne, Facial Veins,
Brown Spots . . . . . . . . .$175
LED Facial . . . . . . . . . . . .$88

Gift
Certificates
Available

57 MAIN STREET, ROUTE 131
FISKE HILL MALL, STURBRIDGE, MA

508-347-8225 • 508-347-9438
1 COUPON PER VISIT (ST)

m

Advanced
Skincare

d

This
magazine
is brought
to you buy
the
merchants
and
services
who
advertise
in these
pages.

THE

$3 per line of 24 characters per month
Free headline.
PLACE YOUR AD:
classifieds@sturbridgetimes.com
US MAIL
Sturbridge Times, P.O. Box 418
Sturbridge, MA 01566
(please give way to contact)

d

71 Main Street
Sturbridge, MA
508-347-3028

d

d

Email:
maria.ngo@eandkstaffing.com
Website:
eandkstaffing.com

Complimentary hot deluxe
breakfast. Free high-speed
Internet access. Indoor heated
pool and jacuzzi. King rooms
with micro-fridge, cable TV
with premium movie channel.
Exercise room. Just 1/2 mile to
Old Sturbridge Village.

INDIVIDUALS (excess of 3 lines)
AND BUSINESSES

ARE FREE FOR
INDIVIDUALS
WANTING TO
SELL UP TO
FOUR ITEMS.

d

508-765-8881

328 Main Street
Sturbridge
508-347-6466

ree!
F
CLASSIFIED ADS

d

50 Elm Street
Southbridge, MA 01550

SUCH A DEAL!

f
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HOLIDAY RELIGIOUS
OBSERVANCES IN THE
STURBRIDGE AREA
The following observances have been shared with The Sturbridge
Times Magazine. We are glad to pass them along to you.
St. Anne’s Church and Shrine (Catholic)
16 Church St., Fiskdale; 508.347.7461, www.stannestpat.org
December 1: Quinebaug Valley Singers Concert, 7:30 p.m.
December 2: Anointing of the Sick, 3 p.m.
December 6: Angel of Hope Candlelight Vigil, 7 p.m.
December 8: Rimscha Music Series: Lessons and Carols, 7 p.m.
December 16: Icons of the Nativity, 3 p.m.
December 24: Christmas Eve Masses
Children’s Liturgy at St. Joachim Chapel, 4 p.m.
St.Anne Church, 4 p.m.
St. Joachim, 6 p.m. and 12 p.m.
December 25: Christmas Day Masses
St. Joachim at 8 and 10 a.m.
Holy Trinity Church (Episcopal)
446 Hamilton, Southbridge; 508.765.9559;
www.holytrinitysouthbridge.org
December 24: Christmas Eve Services, 4 and 8 p.m.
December 25: Christmas Day Service, 10 a.m.
December 30: Cantata, 3 p.m.
Federated Church of Sturbridge and Fiskdale
8 Maple Street, Sturbridge; 508.347.9642; www.sturfed.org
December 9: Children’s Christmas Pageant
“You Can’t Cancel Christmas,” 10:30 a.m. service
December 15: Emmanuel: Breath of Heaven, 7 p.m
Choirs from the Federated church along with dancers
and professional vocalists from Boston and New York
will perform.
December 16: Emmanuel: Breath of Heaven, 3 p.m. (repeat)
December 24: Christmas Eve Services, 5:30 and 11 p.m.
New Life Fellowship Assembly of God
307 Sturbridge Road (Rte. 20), Sturbridge, 508.347.7753
December 23: Children’s pageant, 10 a.m. service
December 24: Christmas Eve Service, 6:30 p.m.
December 31: New Year’s Eve Service, 6:30 p.m.
Sturbridge Worship Center (non-denominational)
9 Mashapaug Rd, Sturbridge; 508.347.9642; www.sturbridgeworshipcenter.org
December 9: Christmas Women’s Tea, 1 p.m.
An afternoon of tea and sharing about special Christmas
memories. The event also includes a special speaker and
door prizes. The event is free, but seating is limited. R.S.V.P. to
Sturbridge Worship Center at 508-347-9642.
December 23:“He Was Just Here” Christmas Play, 6 p.m.
A play for the entire family about the true meaning of
Christmas. The evening includes a drama and group
Christmas carols. The event is free and a light reception will
be served.
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